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OBJECTIVE

Objectives: To review current methods for informing nurse workforce decisions in critical care. Many clinical outcomes are worse if staffing is inadequate. Workforce planning is usually according to guidelines developed from the opinions of expert groups. Objective systems for planning and distributing staff have been developed but their value is unclear.

DESIGN: A rapid review methodology was employed.

Review methods: The search included research studies, guidelines and surveys within and outside United Kingdom since 1995.

Findings: Thirty-two studies met eligibility criteria. Studies originated worldwide, with considerable work undertaken in the United Kingdom and Brazil. Two were large multicentre studies. Tools examined fell into three groups: those focused on the condition and needs of the patient, those focused on the number and time for nursing activities and those that also took account of psycho-social factors. Many tools were not used beyond their country of origin.

Conclusion: There is limited experience of using tools to determine nurse staffing. No one tool is likely to suit every application. More information is needed to clarify the practicalities of using the tools.

Implications for clinical practice

- The number and distribution of nurses in the intensive care unit is not usually decided on the basis of evidence.
- No tool has been adequately validated for determining staffing levels in the intensive care unit.
- No tool has been demonstrated to be superior to the professional judgement of an experienced nurse manager for staffing decisions.

Introduction

National and International guidelines for levels of qualified nursing staff in critical care are based on the opinions of expert groups. They have been produced by a variety of nursing and medical professional bodies in many countries (RCN, 2003; BACCN, 2009; FICM/ICS, 2013 [United Kingdom]; EFCCN, 2007 [Europe]; 2015, Kleinpell, 2014 [USA]; Chamberlain et al., 2017 [Australia]). The Oxford Centre for Evidence Based Medicine considers ‘expert group opinion’ to be the weakest form of evidence: Level 5 (Howick et al., 2012). Tools intended to allow more appropriate staffing decisions to be taken have, however, been developed. An evaluation of these tools is required to help decide whether they can inform a safe standard of nursing care, based on patients’ individual requirements.
Background

Inadequate nurse staffing worsens patient outcomes in every area of care. There is evidence that an increased ratio of qualified nurses to patients improves patient outcomes (Aiken et al., 2014; McGahan et al., 2012). A study in England (Griffiths et al., 2016) and a multicentre study in the United Kingdom, Belgium, Finland, Spain, Switzerland and Ireland (Aiken et al., 2017) have found that higher levels of support-worker staffing are associated with higher hospital mortality rates. Kelly et al. (2014) found that each 10% increase in nurses with a bachelor's degree was associated with a 2% reduction in 30 day mortality for mechanically ventilated older adults (Kelly et al., 2014). A literature review by Carayon and Gurses (2005) found that lower levels of staffing have been reported to be associated with: higher mortality (Cho and Yun, 2009; West et al., 2014, 2009); increased incidence of adverse events (Graf et al., 2005; West et al., 2009); more healthcare associated infections (Daude-Gallotti et al., 2012; Stone et al., 2007; Venier et al., 2014); worse patient and relative satisfaction (Gerasimou-Angelidi et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 1998); more musculo-skeletal injury (Aiken et al., 2002; Frade Mera and García, 2009) and greater prevalence of pressure ulcers (Cremasco et al., 2013). An audit of an initiative rationing critical care nurse numbers in Swiss Hospitals found lower patient satisfaction; increased nosocomial infection, medication errors, falls, critical incidents and pressure ulcers (Schubert et al., 2012).

Scott (2003) reviewed methods for guiding nurse workforce decisions and categorised approaches to workforce planning as top down, where factors such as historic levels of staffing and calculations of health need are used to develop guidelines; and bottom up, where factors such as patient need or nursing time are used. Hurst undertook a systematic review of the literature of methods for determining the size of nursing teams (Hurst, 2003) and described five planning systems (Table 1). Another review of the issues and difficulties of predicting the workload associated with nursing care is that of Adomat and Hewison (2004). They concluded that though patient dependency scoring systems for severity of illness are robust measures for predicting morbidity and mortality, they are not accurate for calculating nurse staffing ratios because they do not consider non-clinical nursing tasks.

Optimal ratios of nurses to ICU patients have not been completely established. Although arbitrary thresholds have been set, these recommendations are based on experts’ opinions rather than on scientific evidence.

The European Federation of Critical Care Nurses issued a position-paper on nurse staffing in ICU the recommendations of which have been widely adopted in Europe and beyond (EFCCN, 2007). Recommendations for levels of nurse staffing in critical care in the United Kingdom follow these guidelines and are mainly based on patient dependency (FICM/ICS, 2015). Critical care can be defined as care delivered in units where most patients are assessed as needing care at level 2 or 3 (FICM/ICS, 2015; Mackenzie, 2004). A minimum nurse/patient ratio of 1:2 is recommended for level 2 patients and 1:1 for level 3 patients (FICM/ICS, 2015). In Australian practice the same definitions are used and the staffing recommendations are the same (Chamberlain et al., 2017). In California the nurse/patient ratio is legally required to be 1:2, or lower, at all times (California Department of Health Services, 2003). Each state in the USA is able to set its own standards for staffing and in practice ratios of patients to bachelor’s degree qualified nurses are generally at least 1:2 in critical care units.

Aim

This review was undertaken to answer the question, “Are there valid and reliable tools available for predicting nursing workload in Intensive Care Units to facilitate decisions about nurse staffing?”

Design

A rapid review (or rapid evidence appraisal) methodology was used in order to provide a timely answer. Rapid review provides an assessment of what is already known about a policy or practice issue. It differs from a comprehensive systematic review in that it is quicker, generally excludes hand searching, and review of grey literature, may include exclusion criteria and does not attempt meta-analysis of the data (Civil Service, 2010; Grant and Booth, 2009).

Search methods

A team including critical care experts (AR, SS, AB), an information specialist (DG) and two nursing academics (PP, JG) undertook the review. The scope of the search was agreed to include research studies, guidelines and surveys related to tools measuring patient related activity or nursing workload intensity, specifically in adult critical care and published during the last 20 years (1995–2016). The search was in accordance with the PRISMA framework (Liberati et al., 2009). The following search terms were used, singly and in combination: Critical care nursing, Nursing, Nurse staffing, Skill mix, Dependency, Adverse events, Health care assistants and critical care, Length of stay, Critical care and Intensive care. As the evaluation of papers progressed it became necessary to consider some important papers outside the 1995 limit.

The search encompassed subject specific electronic databases: CINAHL, Medline, Proquest Hospital Collection, Web of Knowledge, SCOPUS; evidence-based resources including: NHS Evidence, Cochrane Library; selected governmental, professional, academic and subject websites such as Kings Fund, Department of Health, RCN, and other sources identified within the team. Material searched for was in the English language; readily available in press or published in academic/peer-reviewed journals. The SPICE framework was used to help the review team to focus on key elements (Booth and Brice, 2004). References were collected and managed within EndNote™. Screening criteria at title/abstract level were developed iteratively, following initial searches and were discussed within the project team for approval.

Table 1

Systems commonly used for planning nurse workforce (Hurst, 2003).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional Judgement (Telford, 1979)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurses per occupied bed method (NPOB) (Wilson-Barnett, 1978)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acuity-quality method (Fawcett, 1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timed-task/activity approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression based systems (Kaplan, 1975)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quick and easy and can be applied in any ward or specialty. The standard with which most other systems are compared.

The use of professional guidelines – numbers of nurses per occupied bed

Safer Nursing Care Toolkit (Hurst, 2005)

Instruments such as GRASP (Meyer, 1978) and the Aberdeen method (Crompton et al., 1976) Developed because demand side planning did not provide a suitable staffing formula. Uses bed occupancy, theatre sessions, number admissions etc. to predict staffing needs.
Sixty-six records were initially identified through database searching using the terms above. Fifty-six additional records were identified through sources including NHS Evidence and the Cochrane Library, as well as selected governmental, professional, academic and subject websites. Team members excluded eighty-one records that did not meet the inclusion criteria. Previous reviews and publications consisting only of opinion or discussion were excluded. Full text papers were obtained for the remaining forty-two records and ten more were found not to meet inclusion criteria. Thirty-two studies were thus included in the review. A diagram of the search is shown in Fig. 1.

Quality appraisal

Reviewing was shared between this paper’s authors, with two individuals examining and commenting upon each paper. Reviewers used a form developed from SCIE systematic research review guidelines (SCIE, 2013).

Results

The reports of instruments for estimating nursing workload are shown in Table 2. The numbers used for the reviewed articles relate to the listing in this Table.

Source of studies

Studies came from a wide range of countries. There were three large, multicentre studies. One presenting data from twelve European countries (4) and two presenting data from a variety of countries worldwide (5, 29).

Methodology of the studies

The studies included instrument developments (1–7), a description of software development (8), prospective studies of the use of specific tools (9–22), a retrospective analysis (23), observational studies (24–29) and reports of staffing models (30–32).

Tools used to measure the probable nursing workload

The tools examined fell into three groups:

- Tools based on estimates of the condition of the patient. Measures such as APACHE scoring (Knaus et al., 1981) are primarily for establishing the severity of illness, in order to study and compare outcomes systematically. But on the assumption that sicker patients consume more resource, they are used to forecast nursing workload (Table 3).
- Tools using measures of nursing activities and interventions. These are based on the actual work undertaken by nurses, much of which is not captured by scores focussed on the condition of the patient (Table 4).
- Three measures in our search did not clearly fit either of the other categories, forming a group, drawing on psycho-social theories. These instruments have looked at factors such as patient risk, the complexity of tasks and the stress nurses suffer as a result of nursing activities. They depart from the use of both severity of illness and range of interventions as an index of nurse manpower requirement and have instead sought ways to quantify the unique nursing contribution to patient care (Table 5).
To develop a preliminary instrument to appraise risk and associate this with the level of nurse required to reduce risk.

To correlate this with the level of nurse available.

To undertake preliminary validation of the instrument on one critical care unit (20 bedded ICU in a large teaching hospital). The tool was based on 4 topic areas: Patient centred, Proactive, Vigilance, Emotional support.

The tool was used to determine risk and map to the correct level of competence of ICU nurses using two matrices.

To confirm construct validity of NASA-TX for nursing workload.

Secondary data analysis for two multisite cross-sectional studies to assess construct validity of NASA-TLX in healthcare and ICU nurses workload. Involved 757 nurses completed the NASA-TX questionnaire in relation to their workload.

A psycho-social approach.

May be useful as a management tool or developing a model to identify the overall nursing resource required. Not relevant to day-to-day workloads.

Set in paediatric ICU. Nurse focus groups, a survey (x3), and visual analogue scales used to explore the feasibility of using the American Association of Critical-Care Nurses (AACN) Synergy Model for Patient Care as a system that describes nursing work on the basis of the needs of the patient and their family members.

Staff nurse participants differentiated workload types in 6 of the 8 dimensions of the Synergy Model. The most important were found to be:
- Patients’ stability
- Complexity
- Predictability

In comparison to TISS-28 the reduction of 28 items to 9 items strongly reduces the discriminative power of the new scoring system to quantify workload at the patient level. Its quality, together with its extreme simplicity, makes NEMS most suitable for multicentre studies. Despite the above, the authors suggest that NEMS will readily provide ICU managers with a prediction of workload and nursing requirements in relation to any given patient.

Only 30% of activity on high tech. High use of time on new activities.

In comparison to TISS-28 the reduction of 28 items to 9 items strongly reduces the discriminative power of the new scoring system to quantify workload at the patient level. Its quality, together with its extreme simplicity, makes NEMS most suitable for multicentre studies. Despite the above, the authors suggest that NEMS will readily provide ICU managers with a prediction of workload and nursing requirements in relation to any given patient.

The results of the pilot indicated the tool was valid but reliability has not yet been demonstrated. There was not always agreement on how to categorise staff using the categories: Novice, Advanced beginner, Competent, Proficient. The lack of reliability precluded any firm conclusions. However it does provide a view of determining nurse allocation around risk as opposed to workload or patient dependency.

A tool was devised that took into account the nurses subjective worker in ICU. Suggests the necessity for adjusted weightings in further development to be a useful tool. A psychometric/human factors approach.

A psycho-social approach. Found to be internally consistent but needs further development to be a useful tool. A psychometric/human factors approach.

5 Time out (of unit). 41% time in direct nursing care; 22% on patient care unit (20 bedded ICU in a large teaching hospital).

The tool was used to determine risk and map to the correct level of competence of ICU nurses using two matrices.

The tool was used to determine risk and map to the correct level of competence of ICU nurses using two matrices.

Set in paediatric ICU. Nurse focus groups, a survey (x3), and visual analogue scales used to explore the feasibility of using the American Association of Critical-Care Nurses (AACN) Synergy Model for Patient Care as a system that describes nursing work on the basis of the needs of the patient and their family members.

Staff nurse participants differentiated workload types in 6 of the 8 dimensions of the Synergy Model. The most important were found to be:
- Patients’ stability
- Complexity
- Predictability

In comparison to TISS-28 the reduction of 28 items to 9 items strongly reduces the discriminative power of the new scoring system to quantify workload at the patient level. Its quality, together with its extreme simplicity, makes NEMS most suitable for multicentre studies. Despite the above, the authors suggest that NEMS will readily provide ICU managers with a prediction of workload and nursing requirements in relation to any given patient.

Only 30% of activity on high tech. High use of time on new activities.

In comparison to TISS-28 the reduction of 28 items to 9 items strongly reduces the discriminative power of the new scoring system to quantify workload at the patient level. Its quality, together with its extreme simplicity, makes NEMS most suitable for multicentre studies. Despite the above, the authors suggest that NEMS will readily provide ICU managers with a prediction of workload and nursing requirements in relation to any given patient.

The results of the pilot indicated the tool was valid but reliability has not yet been demonstrated. There was not always agreement on how to categorise staff using the categories: Novice, Advanced beginner, Competent, Proficient. The lack of reliability precluded any firm conclusions. However it does provide a view of determining nurse allocation around risk as opposed to workload or patient dependency.

A psycho-social approach. Found to be internally consistent but needs further development to be a useful tool. A psychometric/human factors approach.

A tool was devised that took into account the nurses subjective worker in ICU. Suggests the necessity for adjusted weightings in further development to be a useful tool. A psychometric/human factors approach.

A psycho-social approach. Found to be internally consistent but needs further development to be a useful tool. A psychometric/human factors approach.
Table 2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Design and sample</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paper Reporting Software Development</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 eCastro MCN, Dell’Acqua MCQ, Corrente JE, Zornoff DdCM, Arantes LF. “Computer application with the nursing activities score: An intensive care management instrument.” Texto e Contexto Enfermagem, 2008;18(3): 577–585.</td>
<td>To demonstrate a computer programme for NAS data entry. Piloted with 12 patients, compared with manual form, and then used for 90 consecutive days.</td>
<td>Effective means of collecting data and provides the ability to transfer and visualise it in chart form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brazil</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tools:</strong> NAS based computer software. (eCastro et al., 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prospective Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Altfin JA, Grison CM, Tanita MT, Festi J, Cardoso LT, Veiga CF, et al. Nursing Activities Score and workload in the intensive care unit of a university hospital. Rev Bras Ter Intensiva. 2014;26:292–8.</td>
<td>To compare four possible tools which could potentially be used to inform nurse staffing in ICU. Longitudinal prospective study of patients admitted to an ICU. 437 patients were evaluated.</td>
<td>The results of the study demonstrated the NAS tool had a greater breadth of activities included which was better able to capture nursing activities. Rationale for excluding patients staying &lt;24 h is unclear, as may have contributed considerable work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brazil</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tools:</strong> NAS, APACHE II, SOFA and TISS-28. (Altfin et al., 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Camuci MB, Martins JT, Cardeli AA, Robazzi ML. Nursing Activities Score: nursing work load in a burns Intensive Care Unit. Rev Lat Am Enfermagem. 2014;22:325–31.</td>
<td>An exploratory, descriptive cross-sectional study to evaluate the nursing workload in a 6 bedded burns Intensive Care Unit according to the Nursing Activities Score (NAS). 1221 measurements were obtained about 50 patients aged over 18 and in the unit &gt;24 h from their hospital records</td>
<td>The study showed a high mean workload in the burns ICU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brazil</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tools:</strong> NAS. (Camuci et al., 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Carmona-Monge FJ, Uranga IJJ, Gomez SG, Herranz CQ, Bengoetxea MB, Unanue GE, et al. [Usual analysis of the Nursing Activities Score in two Spanish ICUS]. Rev Esp Enferm USP. 2013b;47:1108–16.</td>
<td>A prospective comparative study to analyse differences in NAS scoring in two Spanish critical care units. Data from 103 patients.</td>
<td>Statistically significant differences were found in a number of items. Using standardised instruments is important to be able to compare different ICUs. Authors comment that many items on the NAS scale are relatively subjective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spain</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tools:</strong> NAS. (Carmona-Monge, 2013b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Carmona-Monge F, Rollán Rodríguez GM, Quiroís Herranz C, García Gómez S, Marín-Morales D. Evaluation of the nursing workload through the nine equivalents for nursing manpower use scale and the nursing activities score: A prospective correlation study. Intensive Crit Care Nurs. 2013;29:228–33.</td>
<td>A descriptive prospective correlational design to compare NAS and NEMS. Nursing workload data collected daily for each of 730 hospitalised patients, using the NAS and NEMS scales</td>
<td>Correlation for individual measurements 0.672, as well as for the total workload measurement in the unit, evaluated through both instruments 0.932. NEMS scale is completed much faster than the NAS, due to its fewer components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spain</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tools:</strong> NAS, NEMS. (Carmona-Monge, 2013a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Clini E, Votacco M, Ambrosino N. Dependence nursing scale: a new method to assess the effect of nursing work load in a respiratory intermediate intensive care unit. Respiratory Care 1999;44:29–37.</td>
<td>Comparison of DNS with NEMS and APACHE II in predicting nursing workload. Over 1 year, 111 consecutively admitted patients who required mechanical ventilation, prolonged weaning from mechanical ventilation (33 patients, or cardiopulmonary monitoring, were admitted to the study. At admission, demographic data, severity of disease (APACHE II), nursing work load (NEMS), and maximal inspiratory pressure were recorded. The DNS score was determined at admission and at discharge. A prospective, observational study to evaluate whether differences in nursing workload between consecutive shifts can be identified using a nursing workload measurement tool. The tool was used for each patient for every shift over a 4-week period in 2.</td>
<td>At admission, the DNS score and the NEMS were significantly higher for patients in Group 2 than for patients in Groups 1 and 3. At admission, the DNS score was significantly better correlated with the NEMS (r 0.70) than with the APACHE II score. maximal inspiratory pressure, or the number of days spent in the IIICU. Compared with scores for clinical illness severity and inspiratory muscle function, the DNS score can better predict the dependence level of patients and better reflect the nursing work load required for patients admitted to an IIICU. The NAS was influenced by patient characteristics and the type of shift. Scores were lower during night shifts, at weekends and in medical ICU patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italy</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tools:</strong> The Dependence Nursing Scale (DNS), APACHE II, NEMS, and clinical outcome. (Clini et al., 1999)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Debergh DP, Mynu D, Van Herzeele I, Van Meele G, Reis Miranda D, Colardyn F. Measuring the nursing workload per shift in the ICU. Intensive Care Med. 2012;38:1438–44.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very high levels of agreement between prospective and retrospective scores. Neither unit had previously used NAS, and many scores were decided upon after discussion between researcher and nurse. The protocol is flawed by the retrospective workload being calculated by a researcher who is not blind to the prospective result. This seems like a fatal flaw in the design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Belgium</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tools:</strong> NAS, NEMS. (Debergh et al., 2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Validation of SIPI score compared to nurse estimates of complexity of clinical care. A group of trained nurses were asked to indicate their own perception of the level of nursing day-care complexity provided to each patient and then to complete the SIPI. A multi-centre study involving 25 Italian hospitals; a convenience sample of wards; Authors found a weak correlation between the level of complexity in nursing care and the TISS-28 score. In HDU only.

Patient with a higher NAS remained on average longer in the ICU (5.5 days) compared to patients with low NAS (3.8 days). Highest mortality was found amongst patients obtaining highest NAS. For patients who died, the probability of a higher NAS score rose to 2.65 times patients who survived. APACHE score was not fit to measure patient dependency

The results were used to look at the types of interventions required for patients in the sample group, this was then used to discuss what was missing from the tool, followed by the implications for staffing and skill mix.

Nursing complexity, as expressed both by nurse judgment and by the SIPI score, was very similar in the three classes of wards at standard, medium and elevated clinical intensity of care, as classified by health authorities. This suggests that the diagnosis, which determines the intensity of care on the clinical side, does not determine per se the level of complexity in nursing care

Authors found a weak correlation between the DNS and the TISS-28 score. In HDU only.
Comparison of actual nurse activity with NAS prediction. An exploratory, descriptive, prospective field study which aimed to evaluate the NAS as a tool for measuring nursing workload, its use in measuring shifts, and how it relates to the number of nursing staff.

The daily number of nursing staff in each shift was obtained through the daily schedule, for those who provided direct care to the patient (nurses/residents/nursing auxiliaries and technicians). These data, referring to each work shift, were collected and calculated.

The average number of nursing professionals was higher in the morning shift than in other periods. The average workload of the nursing team as measured by NAS (73.7%) was statistically higher than TISS-28 (62.2%), which in turn was higher than NEMS (59.7%). The staff-to-patient ratio estimated by all tools was lower than the ratio actually observed at the ICU.

The actual staffing was lower than that recommended by COFEN. The COFEN recommendations are particular to Brazil and difficult to compare with other similar instruments.

The actual staffing of ICU was compared with that calculated from the recommendation of the Brazilian Federal Nursing Council (COFEN).

The time allocated by the self-observation method was significantly less than the time taken.

It was unclear whether this is principally due to differences in the patients, the culture of caring or of understanding the NAS items. The NAS varied from 44.5% in Spain to 101.8% in Norway. Demonstrates the large variations in services between countries.

The experiment failed. Managing the pilot consumed too much managerial activity. The staff did not want to continue the pilot. Narrative study that does not really explain the rationale for the chosen staffing method.

NAS use was feasible and provided relevant information on nursing workload. The authors showed that it was possible to gather empirical data in order to express the reality of a particular unit, and adapt the tool to provide appropriate guidance for adequate staffing in a different shift context from that originally envisaged.

Professional development; Teamwork: rotating between units did not hinder team functioning. Patient- and family-centred care: They believed that helping patients and families remained the central focus. Job satisfaction. Rated as “acceptable” to “very good.”
Workload Scores That Focus Primarily on Nursing’s Psycho-social elements. Patient Illness Focused Scores Also Used for Workload Calculations (acuity-quality methods).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Workload Scores That Focus Primarily on Nursing Interventions (Task Activity and Professional Judgement Methods).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nursing Activities Score (NAS)</strong> (Miranda et al., 2003)</td>
<td>A task-activity-method. Uses data on activities undertaken by the nursing team. Work sampling was used to define the relative times spent on each activity and an expert group was used to find categories of nursing activity missing from TISS. Each activity is scored according to percentage of time used on this in a 24-h period. Scores run between 23 and 170: if the score is 100 a 1:1 nurse ratio is recommended (5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 23, 25, 26, 29, 31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependence Nursing Scale (DNS)</strong> (Clini et al., 1999)</td>
<td>A task-activity-method. This score is concerned with nursing activities and was developed by measuring the time spent on these (13, 17).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nursing Interventions Classification NIC</strong> (Butcher et al., 2013)</td>
<td>A professional judgement method. The Nursing Interventions Classification (NIC) is a classification of nursing treatments in all healthcare settings. Developed by literature review, focus groups and expert consultation (not timings). The NIC includes 433 interventions in the recently published second edition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEMS Nine Equivalents of nursing Manpower Use</strong> (Reis-Miranda et al., 1998)</td>
<td>A professional judgement method derived from an acuity-quality framework. Derived from TISS-28 framework by regression analysis of contribution of each item to overall score. Categories nursing activities in nine categories and allocates a weighting to each intervention (4, 12, 13, 14, 20, 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>American Association of Critical Care Nurses (AACN) Synergy Model for Patient Care</strong> (ACCN, 2014)</td>
<td>A professional judgement method was used to develop weightings for a scoring system that incorporates judgements by the patient and relatives as well as objective data. Allocation guidelines also include the competence level of individual staff (2, 3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIPSI (Sistema Informativo della Performance Infermieristica)</strong> (Moiset et al., 2003)</td>
<td>A professional judgement method. The SIPSI is a grid-based survey tool derived from the care needs expressed by the patients and caretakers and refers to the conceptual model of nursing care of Marisa Cantarelli (Cantarelli, 2003), the same model adopted by ICA (16).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System of Patient Related Activities – SoPRA</strong></td>
<td>A professional judgement method. SoPRA was developed by ICNARC the Intensive Care National Audit and Research Centre in the UK as a scoring system based upon Patient Related Activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time Oriented Scoring System (TOSS)</strong></td>
<td>A task-activity method. Each nursing activity has been timed and the results averaged. Nursing acts were grouped in different categories. No publication in the search period (GIHT, 1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Valoracion de Cargas de Trabajo y Tiempos de Enfermeria (VACTE)</strong> (Evaluation of Workloads and Nursing Times) (Brana Marcos et al., 2007)</td>
<td>A task-activity method. Timing of nursing activities were analysed for their contribution to an activity score. Brana Marcos compared VACTE with NEMS and APACHE II and found good correlation (Spanish – abstract in English). No other reports of this metric in English. Included here for completeness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5**

Workload Scores That Focus Primarily on Nursing’s Psycho-social elements.

| **NASA Task Loading Index** (NASA-TLX) | A scale that is used to estimate the ‘load’ on an individual. Consists of six scales: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort and frustration level. (Hoonakker et al., 2005) (2) |
| **Managing Risk** instrument – (Ball et al., 2004). | Items fell into four categories: Patient centred; Proactive; Vigilance; Emotional support. Used to allocate nursing staff according to levels of competence in order to respond to perceived risk. (1) |
| **Subjective Workload Assessment for Nurses – SWAN** (Neill and Davis, 2015). | This instrument seeks to capture nurses’ subjective experiences. (6) |

**Outcomes**

The reports used a variety of outcome measures. Some compared the predicted patient requirements with actual work done (14, 23). Some attempted to validate a tool by comparing its performance with other tools (8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 20, 24) others compared tool performance with the decisions of the nurse making staff allocations (26, 27, 28, 29). Six studies used a metric to compare workloads in different units (10, 13, 18, 22, 26, 30).

**Outcomes**

Outcomes fell into a range of areas:

- The first involves the relationship between patient dependence and staff workload. Studies making use of the tools focused on disease, diagnosis or physiological measures of health and illness, and patient dependence (APACHE II, III, SAPS II, DRGs (Diagnosis Related Groups)) and SOFA (Sepsis Related Organ Failure Assessment) have tended to assume that the sicker the patient the more care they need. The TISS family of instruments including...
NAS (Nursing Activities Score) (5) are originally developed from TISS-76 (a severity of illness score) with the addition of nursing-activity related items. Adomat and Hicks (2003) used video recording to measure the real workload of intensive care. They concluded that current formulae overestimated the load of direct nursing tasks. They reported that patients identified as less dependent may in some cases require more input. Where patient sickness and dependency tools were compared with tools in the nursing activities and interventions group (9, 13, 18), the latter are reported as reflecting the workload better. Most studies that used patient dependence measures were using them to attempt to validate other, nurse-activity based tools.

- The second group of tools related to measuring what nurses needed to do. Altafin et al. (2014) (9) found that the Nursing Activities Score (NAS) was able to capture a greater breadth of activities than TISS-28. eCastro et al. (2009) (8) developed a computer-based version of NAS, demonstrating its effectiveness, particularly in data summary and display. Camuci et al. (2014) (10) using NAS showed a high potential workload in a burns ICU compared to studies of other critical care units. Conishi and Gaidzinski (2007) (25) found that NAS performed better in 24-h application than by shifts. Debergh et al. (2012) (14) suggested that NAS was influenced by patient characteristics and by type of shift for example nights, weekends, daytime. Carmona-Monge et al. (2013a,b) (11) suggested that many items on the NAS scale are relatively subjective in use. Three reports evaluated the NEMS (Nine Equivalents of Nursing Manpower Score) against the NAS (12, 20, 21) and indicated that the former’s more focused components led to a quicker completion time, and similar judgements of workload.

- The third group of outcomes related to factors that facilitate or impede the nursing contribution to critical care. Ball and McElligot (2003) (24) considered issues relating to risk, subsequently developing the Managing Risk Instrument (1). This was not found to be reliable, but the authors reported their rather mixed preliminary results because they believed that their concept was an important step forward in understanding the management of ITU manpower. The NASA Task Loading Index (NASA-TLX) (Hart and Staveland, 1988) explores a group of psychosocial factors: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort and frustration level. Hoonakker et al. (2011) trialled it as a measure of nurse workload but the authors did not develop a useable tool (2). Neil and Davis developed a tool (6) using the subjective judgements of nurses about the patient's needs (SWAN – Subjective workload assessment for nurses).

Discussion

The issue of quantifying nursing workload is complicated by the variety of purposes for which instruments are intended. Many were originally developed for other applications such as manpower planning, cost-benefit analysis, skill-mix within critical care, severity of illness and to enable comparison between ICUs. Comparison of reports is further complicated by variations of staff titles and job responsibilities that exist between countries.

Many of the scoring systems have been developed by national organisations and are rarely used beyond their country of origin. Padilha et al. (2008) (29) investigated the use of the NAS in seven countries and found large variations in the average score between countries. This, and previous similar observations, indicate that national healthcare systems use critical care services in different ways and confirm that systems to determine staffing levels should depend on workload and dependency measures specific to that system. The United Kingdom context in which this review began in early 2014 was one in which there were already national guidelines on critical care nurse staffing levels (FICM/ICS, 2013). The National Institute for Healthcare Excellence has published guidelines for staffing of acute wards (NICE, 2014), and revised guidelines for critical care nurse staffing in UK were published in 2015 (FICM/ICS, 2015). This plethora of guidance development sits alongside a situation where professionals and the public continue to grapple with understanding what is safe staffing in a context of austerity.

The Chief Nursing Officer for England (CNO) in a letter to healthcare organisations and their nurse directors (Cummings, 2015) notes that ‘healthcare is increasingly delivered by a multi-professional workforce’, and getting the right skill-mix is important. One of the reviews mentioned above (Adomat and Hewison, 2004) demonstrates the difficulties in assessing skill-mix even within a nursing only team. Others, here reported, for example Altafin et al. (2014) (9), incorporate a wider team in a very different organisational context. Cummings reminds her audience that staffing is also about how much time nurses spend with, or supporting patients, their families and carers, and what the outcomes for them. While time spent with patients is considered in some papers, consideration of patient and carer outcomes is largely absent in the tools examined with the exception of Ball and McElligot’s exploratory study (24). The CNO also addressed the development of new models of care, and the consequent difficulty in identifying a one size fits all approach concluding that there will be no identikit approach to the mix of staff we need.

This review set out to identify which, if any, tools offered the most robust and inclusive method of identifying safe nurse staffing in critical care, or demonstrated potential for this. The range of tools explored fell into a number of potential groupings and sub-groupings, focused on nursing tasks and activities, therapeutic interventions, patient disease and dependency, and tools drawing on ideas of nurse effort and patient risk. The diversity uncovered indicates that any one tool is unlikely to suit every application. This review suggests that for critical care there are relevant studies, including two large multicentre studies. The majority is prospective studies focusing on the use of one or more existing tool but there are few reports of long-term use in practice, and no reports of clinical outcomes or cost consequences.

Given the changing context and focus of nursing care, the shape and skill-mix of the workforce, rather than just the tasks undertaken, becomes extremely important. Skill-mix relates to the judgement of nursing competence and skills needed to meet the individual patient’s problems and provide a good standard of safe care.

The study using the NASA index of task loading (2) and that using the SWAN tool (6) remind us that it is important to consider the psychological stresses on the nurse as well as the efficacy of care. Environmental and organisational contexts (for example the layout of the units concerned, and whether the organisation is public or private) should also be considered when planning safe levels of care.

The studies analysed in this review provided very little usable information on the practicalities of routine use of formal staffing tools in the clinical setting. Only NAS was developed as computer based form, piloted with a small cohort of patients. Data collection by a researcher was said to take 5 min per patient (8).

The early development of scoring systems concentrated largely on patient care in the form of interventions. Recent developments reflect increased self-confidence amongst critical care nurses, and are based on nursing considerations. In order to provide sustainable tools in practice for the future, more work is needed to understand which levels of staff might best complete tools, and what barriers might exist to their ongoing use.
Weaknesses of this review

- National variations in the way critical care services are staffed and delivered make it difficult to compare outcomes.
- The demography of patients in critical care units is variable and depends on both the guidelines in operation and local factors such as case-mix and the pressure on beds.

Conclusions

It is essential to be clear about the purpose for which a scoring system will be used.

Only two papers reported using a workload prediction score to prospectively allocate staff and followed up with an assessment of the consequences (18, 23). Most reports are attempts to validate a scoring system against another metric or proxy for workload.

Instruments such as APACHE II, III or SAPS are the most reliable way to stratify severity of illness in critical care but did not perform well as measures of nursing workload. NAS is the most extensively examined workload tool, with generally reliable results. It is also a system that focuses on the whole of the critical care nurse’s workload. It is probably the most suitable instrument for evaluating overall staffing levels. NEMS is easier to complete and provides broadly similar results – but deals mostly with patient factors. For skill-mix issues the risk based model developed by Ball and McElligott (2003) (24) provides a means of determining nurse allocation on the basis of risk rather than workload, or patient dependency, but did not enable assessors to clearly discriminate the levels of nursing experience required. The human factors approach of Neill and Davis (6) is similarly intended to assist in skill mix decisions.

Further work is needed to examine and develop these tools for use before any unequivocal recommendation can be made. None of the instruments here reported are sufficiently developed for routine use. This is reflected in this review by the almost complete absence of reports of using a workforce-planning tool for the day-to-day allocation of staff within individual critical care units. We need to consider whether a complex tool can be as efficient or effective as the opinion of an experienced critical care nurse when making staffing decisions. The reports comparing the predictions of tools with the judgement of nurses are generally taken as evidence of their validity, but can be interpreted as showing that the judgement of the nursing professionals is at least as good. They understand the nature and mix of their available staff and the complexity of their patients. They understand the capability of the individuals. They have experience of the demands upon their unit and should understand what problems are prone to occur and how to pre-empt them. Nevertheless, it seems likely that experienced critical care nurses will value the development of effective tools to help them provide safe patient care.
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